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in the first place they disappear when the electrode B Is
twisted round so that a normal to its plane no longer nearly
passes down the tube through A: and secondly the rays per-
sist when A is disconnected from the induction coil and
the auxiliary electrode C used as a cathode. Again when the
rod attached to D Is put in the line of fire a shadow is thrown
on the phosphorescence on the screen, due to these rays. These
rays are strongest when the electrode B is placed so as to be
at right angles to the axis of the tube through A. If the elec-
trode Is rotated they diminish rapidly In Intensity but can be
detected until the normal to B make an angle of about 159
with the axis of the tube through A; they appear in fact to
follow much the same path as the cathode rays from B, for
much the same rotation was required to prevent the cathode
rays getting through the tube In A and producing phos-
phorescence on the screen.
These rays get exceedingly feeble when the pressure of the
gas in •• the discharge tube Is very low and they are no longer
observable at pressures when the ordinary positive rays give
quite vigorous effects ; even when most fully developed they
are feeble In comparison with the ordinary positive rays, so
that It Is necessary for the tube through A to have a much
wider bore than Is required for experiments with positive rays.
As these rays travel In the opposite direction to the positive
rays they are called retro-grade rays.
Using a tube through A about -5 mm. In diameter I ob-
tained a photograph of the retrograde rays which gave the
following results:—
There are In the retrograde rays positively electrified atoms
and molecules of hydrogen and positively electrified atoms of
oxygen: there are also negatively electrified atoms of hydrogen
and oxygen, and with these rays the Intensity of the lines
corresponding to the negatively electrified particles Is greater

